
Conceptualized by His Majesty the Fourth Druk Gyalpo (King) of Bhutan, the developmental 
philosophy and the concept Gross National Happiness as a developmental goal rather than the 
GNP has received recognition as well as challenge for the small nation worldwide. A tiny unknown 
country just a few decades ago is now at the centre of trying to convince the world outside 
that the ultimate goal of all progress is Happiness rather than just material progress. And that 
material progress is just an aid to the process of fostering happiness. The secret lies with effecting 
a balanced approach. The package is an opportunity for visitors to intermingle and understand 
the daily lives of the common Bhutanese people, interact with proponents and scholars of GNH 
for a better understanding and assimilation of the concept and its practice in the Bhutanese 
dimension.

GNH Travel - a touch of 
 Bhutan’s Happiness formula ! 
 
  

Demography: Leisure travellers / Academic interest Groups  
/ Journalists.    
Duration:  Throughout the year
Best to visit: Throughout the year
  



Best features you will find on this GNH venture: 

Get first hand connection with the Happiness prescription. *
Interaction with the proponents and academics of the GNH and understanding its practice  *

in the Bhutanese.
Measuring GNH and the KPIs considered *
Access to Literature, expert views, talks and interviews by GNH scholars *
Possible Meets and conferences *
Ready smiles and genuine greetings from the people you interact with. *
Travel through beautiful landscapes and pristine environment to appease the mind to  *

generate the balance needed to imbibe the essence of the philosophy.
Monasteries and retreats to foster peace and tranquillity for deeper insight into the  *

contentment in spite of the arduous living.
Social interactions and partake in the traditions, customs, cultural festivities and traditional  *

sports.
Home stay in communities for insight into the lives of the happy folks. *

Why is it low carbon:  

1 Use of Renewable Energy in operations among tourism stakeholders. (Ex: Hotels, home-
stays)

√

2 Offer Carbon Certified Products and services for tourists (Ex: Natural resources and local 
supplies)

√

3 Low Carbon Tourism Products and Services (Tourism value chain measures carbon foot-
prints).

√

4 Low Fuel Consumption Transportation √

5 Inclusive Tourism Activities with Community (Ex: Communities on trip involved) √

6 Low Carbon Tourism Practices (Ex: Nature reserve Guidelines on ecotourism) √

   Carbon Indicator in kgCO2 equivalent per guest night (high impact sector - Hotels)

   American average = 33      European average = 27.0    Bhutan average = 2.5


